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A B S T R A C T

Route leak events have historically caused many wide-scale disruptions on the Internet. Leaks are particularly
hard to detect because they most frequently involve routes with legitimate origin announced through legitimate
paths that are propagated beyond their legitimate scope. In this paper we present ASIRIA, a mechanism
for detecting and avoiding leaked routes and protecting against leakage events that uses AS relationship
information inferred from the Internet Routing Registries. By relying on existing information, ASIRIA provides
immediate benefits to early adopters. In particular, we consider the deployment of ASIRIA to detect leaks
caused by over 300 ASes and we show that it can detect over 99% of the leakage events generated by a
customer or a peer solely using currently available information in 90% of the cases.
1. Introduction

Over the last decade, a vast amount of effort has been devoted to
secure the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), leading to the definition
of several BGP security mechanisms. Notably, the Resource Public
Key Infrastructure (RPKI) [1] provides the means to perform origin
alidation, i.e., to validate the AS originating a route, and BGPSEC [2]
nables path validation, so that the sequence of ASes through which a
GP route is propagated over the Internet can be verified. While these
wo mechanisms protect against several types of common attacks such
s prefix hijacks, they fail to protect from another set of very common
hreats known as route leaks.
In June 2015, Telekom Malaysia (AS4788) leaked (i.e., announced)

ver 179,000 routes learned from providers and peers to one provider,
evel3. The provider, preferring routes received from customers over
outes received from peers, switched its forwarding path for these
estinations to AS4788, and in turn, propagated the new routes to
ts own peers and clients. The affected prefixes included Google, Mi-
rosoft, LinkedIn and Reddit. Preferring leaked routes resulted in severe
erformance degradation when attempting to communicate with these
estinations [3]. This is just one of the numerous route leakage inci-
ents that occurred over the last 20 years [4], many of which resulted
n major disruptions of the Internet service affecting large geographical
reas.
A route leak is defined as the propagation of a route beyond its in-

ended scope [5]. For example, as depicted in Fig. 1, AS1 is multihomed
o two providers, ISP1 and ISP2. If AS1 announces the routes learned
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Fig. 1. Route leak scenarios.

from ISP1 into ISP2, this would result in a route leak, since the routes
announced by a provider are (in general) intended to be distributed
to the customer and to the customer’s clients but not to its providers.
This simple example also illustrates why RPKI and BGPSEC combined
fall short in protecting from route leaks. Indeed, in the aforementioned
example, the routes announced by AS1 to ISP2 are generated by the
legitimate holder of the prefix (so RPKI/origin verification is successful)
and each router along the path has propagated them through valid rela-
tionships between ASes (so the BGPSEC/path validation also succeeds).
In general, route leaks are the result of propagating routing information
with a valid origin and acquired via a valid relationship beyond the
scope intended by the routing policies of the involved ASes.

The Internet Routing Registries (IRRs) are repositories where ASes
declare their routing policies and as such, they can be used to support
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route leak detection and protection. According to the current Mutually
Agreed Norms for Routing Security (MANRS) guidelines [6], operators
are encouraged to use the information available in the IRR to create fil-
ters that protect against route leaks. Specifically, the MANRS guidelines
on filtering recommend operators to require their direct and indirect
customers to register their prefixes and AS numbers in an IRR and
use this information to create filters that discard any route announced
by their customers that does not match with the registered prefixes
and AS numbers. Thus, a network uses the information inserted in the
IRR by its customers to generate an accept-list that includes all valid
prefixes and AS-paths. The implication is that all routes that are not
explicitly declared in the accept-list (even if they are legitimate) are
filtered out. The Internet community has been pushing for the universal
deployment and configuration of such filters, but the large number of
route leak events that we continue to witness on almost a daily basis
show that the correct configuration of such filters is far from universal.
This is likely to be due to a variety of reasons. While this approach
may be practical for ISPs closer to the edge, it becomes much more
challenging for ISPs in the core with multi-tier customer cones. In this
case, the complexity of the relationships and the dynamic nature of the
routing information makes it difficult to keep fresh information suitable
for the configuration of filters affecting all the ASes in the customer
cone. Moreover, filters configured by ISPs in the core are less effective
than those configured by ISPs in the edge, because they do not protect
against route leaks within the customer cone, which in this case is
fairly large. Finally, filtering out legitimate customer routes because
they have not been properly declared in the IRR may impact customer
satisfaction and may have negative commercial consequences.

In this paper, we propose an alternative paradigm on the use of
IRR information to protect from leaks, from the current accept-list one
to another one based on drop-lists. We introduce Autonomous System
nternet Registry Inference for path Authorisation (ASIRIA), a novel
echanism to provide protection against route leaks based on drop-

lists. ASIRIA infers the type of relationships between ASes from the
information available in the IRR. Using the information about ASes’
relationships, ASIRIA identifies and avoids leaks. Leaked routes are de-
tected by analysing the relationships between consecutive ASes present
in the AS_PATH attribute of a BGP route. Valid routes contain valley-
ree paths1 [7] while leaks have AS paths that are not valley-free [5].
SIRIA identifies routes containing non valley-free paths and includes
hem in the drop-list, in order to avoid using them if alternative routes
re available. ASIRIA also keeps track of the number of leaks detected
nd uses this information to build a leakage event alarm mechanism
hat allows ASIRIA-enabled routers to detect leakage events and notify
he network administrator of suspicious behaviour.
The effectiveness of the drop-list approach depends on the quantity

nd the quality of the information available in the IRR and mobilising a
arge fraction of the ASes in the Internet to populate the IRR is indeed
hallenging. Thanks to the long-lasting efforts of the Internet opera-
ional community in promoting the population of the IRR, a significant
umber of ASes have already registered routing policy information in
he IRR. We show that using current IRR information we can infer
7k AS relationships with a precision of 96,7%. With this information
lready available in the IRR, we compute the ability of ASIRIA to detect
eaked routes using real routing information from 302 ASes. We find
hat the ASes implementing ASIRIA can detect and reject an average of
7% of the leaked paths in case a customer or a peer leaks the full BGP
outing table, and that the top 20% of the measured ASes can detect

1 Valley-free paths follow a pattern in which packets go from a customer
o a provider (possibly many times), then may go to a peer, and descend to a
ustomer (possibly may times) until the destination is reached. In this pattern,
very AS in the path has an incentive for forwarding the traffic. Subsets of
his pattern are also reasonable from the economic perspective. Non valley-free
2

aths are those with any other pattern.
at least 40% of leaked paths. While more than half of the monitors
detect less than 10% of the leaks, we show that leak detection can be
greatly improved by properly annotating in the IRR the relationships
for a small fraction of the AS pairs currently observed in the routes
(we can improve leak detection more than 80% by annotating just 0.3%
AS pair relationships). Regarding the detection of leakage events, the
results are very positive, as 90% of the analysed ASes can detect more
than 99% of the leakage events simulated in our analysis. These results
show that ASes implementing ASIRIA can obtain immediate benefits by
leveraging on existing IRR information and that this can drive ASIRIA
adoption, fostering other ASes to populate the IRR, enabling a virtuous
cycle of IRR population and ASIRIA adoption.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: We first describe route
leaks and its different types. Section 3 presents an overview of the
ASIRIA mechanism, describing its components. In the next section we
describe a method to infer AS pair relationships from IRR information
and we evaluate its performance comparing the results with those
from the CAIDA dataset. Then, Section 5 is devoted to analyse the
performance of ASIRIA using the inferred relationships and real BGP
routes from different monitors. We estimate an upper bound for the
number false positives detected and evaluate the ability of ASIRIA to
detect leaks in the case of large leakage events. Then we consider
how performance may evolve as more AS relationships (in addition
to existing ones) were annotated. We also discuss the performance of
ASIRIA’s alarm system. In Section 6 we discuss ASPA, an alternative
method to ASIRIA being currently developed by the IETF, and how
ASIRIA and ASPA can be combined to detect leaks. Finally, we discuss
related work in Section 7 and present the conclusions in Section 8.

2. Route leaks

The most common relationships established between two ASes are
provider to customer (p2c) and peer to peer (p2p) [8]. In the former,
the provider agrees to propagate all its routes to the customer, while
the customer injects its own routes and those from its customers into
the provider. The intention of this settlement is to allow the customer
to access the Internet through its provider. In a p2p relationship both
participants exchange their own routes and those from their customers,
enabling shortcuts between the involved ASes. In this way, they avoid
transiting through their respective providers. There are other relation-
ships, such as siblings or partial transit, but they are much less common
than the ones described above [9].

RFC 7908 [5] defines 4 types of route leaks according to the order
in which p2p and/or p2c relationships appear in the AS path attribute
of the route announced through BGP. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the four
types of route leaks are the following:

• Type 1 — Hairpin: A (multihomed) client announces a route
learned from one provider to another provider. The AS path of
the leaked route contains a p2c relationship, followed by a c2p
relationship.

• Type 2 — Lateral: An ISP announces a route learned from a peer to
another peer. The AS path of the leaked route contains (at least)
two p2p relationships.

• Type 3 — Transit to peer : An AS announces routes learned from
a provider to a peer. The AS path of the leaked route contains a
p2c relationship followed by a p2p relationship.

• Type 4 — Peer to transit : An AS announces routes learned from
a peer to a provider. The AS path of the leaked route contains a
p2p relationship followed by a c2p relationship.

Note that all leaks are generated when a route is advertised either to
a provider or a peer, but never when a route is advertised to a customer.

Additionally, RFC 7908 defines route leaks of type 5 and 6, but these
leaks are related to mis-origination or re-origination of routes by the
offending AS, so they can be prevented by existing techniques such as
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Fig. 2. ASIRIA architecture.

RPKI-based origin validation. In the rest of this paper we only consider
route leaks of types 1 to 4.

While it is possible to leak a single route, it is not uncommon that
route leak incidents involve a large number of prefixes (e.g., 179K
routes were leaked in [3]). For the purpose of this paper, we use the
term route-leak when referring to the announcement of each individual
route, and we use the expression (route) leakage event when referring
to an incident that involves multiple routes being leaked. It is possible
to discover a route leakage event by detecting some of the route leaks
involved without having to detect each and every one of the route leaks
involved in it.

3. The ASIRIA mechanism for route-leak protection

ASIRIA is a mechanism for route leak detection and protection.
ASIRIA has three main components: (i) the ASIRIA Inference Al-
gorithm to infer relationships between ASes from the information
available in the IRR, (ii) the ASIRIA Route Validation, that ASIRIA-
nabled routers run to perform real-time detection of invalid routes
sing the inferred AS relationship information, and (iii) the ASIRIA
Alarm System that detects leakage events.

The ASIRIA Inference Algorithm extracts c2p and p2p relationships
from the IRR using the import and export family of attributes
present in the aut-num objects. In Section 4.1, we detail the process
to infer each type of relationship.

The ASIRIA Local Server (ASIRIA LS) executes off-line the ASIRIA
Inference Algorithm that mines the IRR database to extract the re-
lationships between neighbouring ASes, as we show in Fig. 2. The
information the ASIRIA LS obtains is in the following form:

(AS1, c2p, AS2), indicating that AS1 is a customer of AS2.
(AS1, p2p, AS2), indicating that AS1 and AS2 have a peering rela-

tionship.
The ASIRIA LS conveys this information to an ASIRIA-enabled BGP

router. The mechanism to transfer the information from the ASIRIA LS
to the router is similar to the rpki-rtr protocol [10] (currently used by
outers to install the information originated in the RPKI). The router
tores the ASIRIA information in the ASIRIA Data Base (ASIRIA DB).
n addition, the network manager should feed information about the
elationships with neighbouring ASes, if such relationships cannot be
nferred from the IRR data.
Using the information available in the ASIRIA DB, an ASIRIA-

nabled router executes the ASIRIA Route Validation process. When it
eceives a BGP route, it extracts the pairs of ASes included consecu-
ively in the AS_PATH attribute of the route, and searches for matches
n the ASIRIA DB. It then searches for patterns of AS relationships
3

Table 1
Route leak types.
Leak Type AS relation sequence

1 ...p2c...c2p...
2 ...p2p...p2p...
3 ...p2c...p2p...
4 ...p2p...c2p...

present in the AS path that would imply that the route is a leak, as
discussed in Section 2. Such routes are deemed invalid. In many cases,
the relationships for one or several of the AS pairs present in the AS
path is unknown. These AS pairs are simply ignored, and the validation
process continues to look for other indications that the route may be
invalid.

Table 1 lists the patterns used by ASIRIA to detect each leak type.
If a route is marked as invalid, the router decreases its priority,

so that the routing algorithm prefers other valid routes for the same
destination. The reason for not plainly discarding invalid routes is
that the information on the IRR may be wrong (e.g., outdated) or
incomplete, causing the ASIRIA algorithm to mis-infer a relationship.
By de-prioritising invalid routes, ASIRIA is able to select alternative
valid routes (if they exist), but still use routes marked as invalid if
no alternative route is available. So, by design, ASIRIA assumes that
there may be errors in the inferred relationships, and it tries to limit
the effects of such errors. This design choice allows ASIRIA to work
with inaccurate information.

In addition to de-prioritise specific invalid routes, ASIRIA also de-
tects leakage events and triggers an alarm that can serve as an early
warning to the system administrator. The ASIRIA Alarm System works
as follows: ASIRIA maintains statistics about the number of preferred
routes that are marked as invalid. In normal operation, when there is no
ongoing leak, this number is expected to be small, accounting for errors
in the AS relationship inference mechanism. The ASIRIA leakage event
is triggered when the number of preferred routes that are marked as
a leak suddenly increases beyond a configured threshold, i.e., a 100%
increase in a 5-minute period (as described below in Section 5.5).

4. Description and validation of AS pair relationship inference

Over the last 20 years, there has been a lot of effort devoted to
the discovery of the Internet topology, in general, and to the inference
of the type of relationships between ASes, in particular. Notably, the
work done by CAIDA [11] achieves a very high accuracy when inferring
relationships (99.6% in the case of c2p relationships and 98.7% for p2p
relationships). It would then be natural to use this (or other similar
approach) to feed the ASIRIA DB with information about the type
of relationships between ASes. Unfortunately, these approaches are
unsuitable for the purposes of ASIRIA. The reason is that the rela-
tionship inference algorithms such as the one proposed by CAIDA rely
on topological characteristics collected from multiple sources. While
the output of these algorithms is highly accurate, they still have a
small number of mis-inferences. The problem is that in these cases, the
affected ASes (whose relationship has been miss-inferred) have no knob
available to correct the error. Consequently, they will suffer the effects
of miss-configured filters without being able to do anything about it. It
is then mandatory that the mechanism ASIRIA uses to infer relationship
between ASes provides the means to the involved ASes to correct any
relationship in which they are involved. For this reason, ASIRIA infers
the AS relationships from the IRR. Any error in the IRR database can be
corrected by the involved ASes. We do use the CAIDA dataset (which is
highly accurate) to contrast and validate the relationships inferred by

ASIRIA using the IRR information.
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4.1. Criteria to infer relationships between ASes using IRR data

ASIRIA uses the data available in the IRR to infer relationships
between ASes. To do so, it relies on the information included by the
ASes in their respective aut-num objects, in particular in the import
and export attributes. The aut-num class is defined in [12] and it is
used by an AS to declare its routing policy. The import and export
attributes specify the import and export policies respectively.

As described in [13], in case of a transit relationship in which AS1
is a provider of AS2, the common configuration for the import and
xport attributes are:
(t1) aut-num: AS1; import: from AS2 accept AS2 +

S2_customer_set
(t2) aut-num: AS1; export: to AS2 announce ANY
(t3) aut-num: AS2; import: from AS1 accept ANY
(t4) aut-num: AS2; export: to AS1 announce AS2 +

S_customer_set
Through this configuration, AS1 states that it exports its full routing

able while it only accepts routes originated by its customers and
ts customers’ customers. AS2 states that it accepts all the routes an-
ounced by AS1, while it only exports a subset of the routes present in
ts routing table, typically its own and those belonging to its customers.
e also account for alternative forms to express the same routing policy
sing the mp-import, mp-export, default and mp-default
ttributes. To simplify the exposition, and without loss of generality,
or the rest of the description of the policies, we solely describe the
mport and export expressions, which are the most popular.
In the case that two neighbouring ASes have a p2p relationship, this

s represented in the IRR as follows:
(p1) aut-num: AS1; import: from AS2 accept AS2 +

S2_customer_set
(p2) aut-num: AS1; export: to AS2 announce AS1 +

S1_customer_set
(p3) aut-num: AS2; import: from AS1 accept AS1 +

S1_customer_set
(p4) aut-num: AS2; export: to AS1 announce AS2 +

S2_customer_set
Through this configuration, both ASes express that they accept and

nnounce prefixes belonging to the peering ASes and to their respective
ustomer’s cones.
In the case of a sibling relationship, when two ASes provide mutual

raffic, this is represented in the IRR by both ASes declaring both
mport ANY and export ANY rules. However, a sibling relationship has
o effect when detecting a leak, i.e., its presence or absence has no
mpact in the leak detection algorithm. Because of this, ASIRIA does not
pecifically infer sibling relationships, even though it would be possible
o do so from the IRR data.
There are other more sophisticated relationships, such as partial

transit, in which the provider offers transit to a subset of Internet
destinations, and hybrid relationships, in which two ASes have different
types of relationships in different interconnection points [9]. It is
possible to describe these relationships using the aut-num objects
above, but because they are less common (they account for 4.5% of the
relationships according to [9]), we focus on inferring the p2p, p2c and
c2p relationships that account for the vast majority of relationships.

4.2. Inferring relationships out of the IRR data

We next extract information about AS relationships from the IRRs.
There are 25 IRRs according to irr.net. It is documented that the quality
and the amount of data in the different registries varies heavily [14],
as some of them contain stalled information and/or are inconsistent
with each other. In this paper, we use the IRRs maintained by the RIRs
(i.e., RIPE, APNIC, ARIN, AFRINIC and LACNIC), as they provide strong
authentication means, guaranteeing that only the legitimate owner of
4

the AS can update the information associated to its aut-num object. o
We retrieve the IRR databases on the 2021-03-01. We find that most
of the information comes from the RIPE database. It contains 644,039
policy expressions (import, export, mp-import, mp-export,
default or mp-default), while the rest of the IRRs account for
just 39,139 expressions. We filter out also those import and export
attributes that contain the refine and except keywords, since they
are very few of them and they are hard to parse (because of this, we
filtered 650 objects out of the 600k expressions reported above). We
expand the as-set attributes present within the retrieved aut-num
objects.

The IRR data is frequently incomplete, as sometimes only one of
the ASes involved in a relationship declares it in the IRR, or some
ASes declare either the import or the export, but not both. Thus,
we expect that it will be frequent that not all the four expressions are
available for many pairs of ASes. We search for the pairs of ASes that
match a subset of the conditions described earlier characterising the
c2p and the p2p relationships.

An additional difficulty that we encounter when inferring relation-
ships from the IRR data is that several of the expressions contained
in the aut-num objects describing both c2p and p2p relationships
refer to the customers of the respective ASes, which we have not
identified yet. To tackle this, we start by identifying candidate sets of
c2p relationships and p2p relationships by using conditions that do not
assume any knowledge of inter-AS relationships. We then refine the
inferred relationships in a later stage. The conditions for creating the
candidate set for c2p relationships are:

(tc1) aut-num: AS1; import: from AS2 accept filter
!= ANY

(tc2) aut-num: AS1; export: to AS2 announce ANY
(tc3) aut-num: AS2; import: from AS1 accept ANY
(tc4) aut-num: AS2; export: to AS1 announce filter

!= ANY
The conditions for creating the candidate set for p2p relationships

are:
(pc1) aut-num: AS1; import: from AS2 accept filter

!= ANY
(pc2) aut-num: AS1; export: to AS2 announce filter

!= ANY
(pc3) aut-num: AS2; import: from AS1 accept filter

!= ANY
(pc4) aut-num: AS2; export: to AS1 announce filter

!= ANY
In all these expressions filter != ANY means that the expres-

sion exists, and that the filter registered is different than ANY. Using
these expressions, we create a candidate set for both c2p and p2p
relationships.

We validate the relationships in the candidate sets (both for p2p
and for c2p relationships) using the information about AS relationships
from the CAIDA AS relationship dataset2 [11].

With respect to c2p relationships, we find that there are 27,051 AS
pairs that fulfil the 4 conditions (tc1, tc2, tc3 and tc4). Among those also
present in the CAIDA dataset, 98.9% match the type of relationship in
both datasets; we thus conclude that these are suitable candidates for
c2p relationships. For the AS pairs that match only 3 of the conditions
(because the fourth one is not present in the IRR) and are present in
both datasets, the match with the CAIDA dataset exceeds 95%, making
them suitable candidates for c2p relationships. Among the AS pairs

2 In order to validate the algorithm presented in [11] for generating the
AIDA AS relationship dataset, the authors used 3 datasets, direct reports from
etwork operators, IRR data and information from BGP communities. The use
f IRR data for validation creates a potential circular dependency. However,
e observe that out of a total of 50,504 relationships they used for validation,
nly 6,530 were obtained from the IRR, while the remaining 43,974 were

btained from other sources.
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Table 2
Number of inferred c2p relations and validation using CAIDA information. For each set
of conditions detailed in the first column, the second column contains the total number
of relations inferred from the IRR. The third column contains those relationships that
are present in the CAIDA dataset and coincide with the relationship assigned by CAIDA.
Conditions IRR Matching with CAIDA c2p

tc1 tc2 tc3 tc4

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 25,196 16,202/99.2%
✓ ✓ ✓ 170 93/97.9%
✓ ✓ ✓ 1,264 910/97.6%

✓ ✓ ✓ 1,074 612/99.7%
✓ ✓ 23,556 6,481/96.7%

✓ ✓ 26 10/100%

TOTAL 51,286 24,308

Table 3
Number of inferred p2p relations and validation using CAIDA information. For each
set of conditions detailed in the first column, the second column contains the total
number of relations inferred from the IRR, the third column contains the number of
those that are present in the CAIDA dataset and match with the relationship resulting
from CAIDA’s inference process.
Conditions IRR Matching with CAIDA p2p

pc1 pc2 pc3 pc4

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 4,003 548/97.7%
✓ ✓ ✓ 1,460 297/95.8%
✓ ✓ 41,136 4,937/95.1%

TOTAL 46,599 5,782

that match only two conditions, we observe that the results are not
consistent. For AS pairs fulfilling tc1 tc2, tc1 tc3 and tc2 tc3 that are
also present in the CAIDA dataset, the level of matching is higher than
95%, so they are also suitable candidates for c2p relationships. For
the other pairs of conditions, the matching with the CAIDA dataset
decreases and it is lower than 90%. This is expected as, for instance, the
conditions tc1 tc4 are not specific for c2p relationships (note that p2p
relationships use the exact same expressions). We exclude these from
the p2c candidate set. Consequently, for our c2p relationships dataset,
we only select the relationships we inferred using the four tc conditions,
all the combinations of three of the tc conditions and tc1 tc2, tc1 tc3 and
tc2 tc3 as candidate set for c2p relationships.

With respect to the p2p relationships, we find that the relationships
inferred using the four pc conditions, as well as the ones inferred using
pc1 pc2 pc4 and pc1 pc2 have a matching with the CAIDA dataset higher
than 95%. We thus select all of these as the candidate set for the p2p
relationships. Other combinations have a matching lower than 90%, so
we exclude them from the candidate set. We looked deeper into the set
of relationships that matched the set of conditions pc1 pc2 pc3, since
excluding them seems to be at odds with including the AS pairs that
comply with pc1 pc2. We find that there is a very small set of AS pairs
that comply with pc1 pc2 pc3 (only 243 AS pairs). Out of these, only
45 of them are also present in CAIDA’s dataset, 40 of them matching.
We inspected closely those not matching with CAIDA’s dataset, and we
found that the mis-inference of relationships was related to a single
(large) AS whose policies referred to an undefined AS-set. So, it is
likely that AS pairs complying with pc1 pc2 pc3 have indeed a p2p
relationship, but given the small number of relationships inferred, a
single error in a large AS causes a mismatch that results in excluding
them from the analysis. In any case, we exclude them, as the impact in
overall performance is negligible.

Once we have the initial candidate sets for both p2c and p2p
relationships, we use the information provided by these candidate sets
to remove the relationships that refer to a peer or to a customer
in conditions tc1, tc4, pc1, pc2, pc3 and pc4. After this process, we
contrast against CAIDA information and verify the resulting set of p2c
and p2p relationships. In Tables 2 and 3 we include the final number
f p2c and p2p relationships inferred respectively as well as their
5

atching with the CAIDA dataset. We infer a total number of 51,286
ustomer-provider relationships and 46,599 peer-to-peer relationships.

. Performance evaluation of the ASIRIA mechanism

In this section we do a quantitative analysis of the performance
f the ASIRIA solution. For this purpose, we use two metrics, the
ensitivity, and the false positive rate. The sensitivity is the ratio between
he leaks detected and the total number of leaks, and indicates how
any of the actual leaked paths can be detected. The false positive ratio,
hich represents the number of valid routes identified as leaks divided
y the total number of valid routes, reflects the probability of a false
ositive, i.e., how easy is for a valid path to be mistaken for a leak.
e determine an upper bound for this value. In addition, we compute
he sensitivity of the ASIRIA alarm system for detecting leakage events,
.e., events that generate a set of leaks.

.1. Dataset

To compute the metrics in realistic scenarios we use real BGP
outing tables from the RIPE Routing Information System (RIS). We
etrieved the BGP routing tables from RIS on the 2021-03-01, 08:00.
t that time, there were 1,601 monitors that periodically dumped BGP
nformation to 20 collectors. The monitors have configured different
outing/announcement policies, with some of them announcing their
ull BGP routing table to the collector. We select the monitors that
rovide a full IPv4 BGP feed to the collector. Following [15], we
dentify full feeds as those tables containing at least the 75% of the
aximum number of prefixes observed in any RIS BGP feed. There are
02 monitors that comply with the 75% rule, with a mean number of
dvertised prefixes of 824,000 prefixes and 105,000 different AS path
outes. We use these monitors in our analysis.
The ASIRIA DB contains 51K p2c relations inferred from the IRR,

f which 24K also appear in the RIS BGP routing tables analysed.
egarding p2p relationships, there are 46K in ASIRIA DB, with 4.8K
ppearing in the RIS tables. The total number of different AS pairs
ppearing in the RIS BGP tables is 373K, so the fraction of these
elationships also in the ASIRIA DB is 7.9%.

.2. False positives in ASIRIA leak detection

We analyse the occurrence of false positives in ASIRIA (i.e., the leaks
eported by ASIRIA that are not real leaks).
We run the ASIRIA leak detection algorithm in the BGP tables of

he monitors in 2021-03-01. According to BGPstream,3 there were no
eports for on-going leaks at the time the BGP tables are retrieved
08:00). The mean number of invalid routes detected is 0.08%. The
istribution of the invalid routes over the 302 IPv4 monitors considered
s depicted in Fig. 3.
The mean number of routes marked by ASIRIA as a leak per monitor

s 96.8 routes. We can compare this value with the mean number
f routes that have two or more relationships identified per monitor,
.e., the routes for which it is possible to detect an invalid route, 8,491
outes. The ratio of false positives for this route set is 1.1%, and could
erve as an estimation of the false positive ratio ASIRIA can achieve.
his is consistent with previous work [16] that has found that 1.5% of
he IPv4 routes are valley routes, some of which would be detected as
eaks by ASIRIA.
We next inspect the routes identified as invalid, and we study their

ariation over time. We search for the same routes in the routing
ables of the same RIS monitors, 8 h before and after. Most of the
aths identified as invalid are stable and appear in the previous and
ubsequent routing table snapshots. More precisely, 95% of the routes

3 https://bgpstream.com.

https://bgpstream.com
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Fig. 3. Percentage of Invalid routes observed in RIS monitors over total routes.

arked as invalid observed at 08:00 were also present at 00:00, and
he coincidence between 08:00 and 16:00 is 98%. We also consider
he match with the routing tables captured 10 days after (2021-03-11,
8:00), to observe in this case a match of 85%. This suggests that most
f the invalid routes of this set have not changed over time, probably
ndicating that they are legitimate routes (or at least, leaks that did
ot trigger any corrective action over time). This means that the false
ositive rate should be below the 1.1% upper-bound computed earlier.
ASIRIA is designed to take into account a non-negligible positive

ate as the one we obtain. As routes that are leaks are not discarded,
ut they are de-prioritised, they are still used when no better alterna-
ive is available. This ensures that customer prefixes included in the
forementioned 1.1% are always reachable either directly or through
ther providers. Thus, ASIRIA does not discard legitimate traffic when
here are false positives.

.3. ASIRIA leak detection sensitivity

We compute the sensitivity of the proposed solution (the ratio
etween the leaks detected and the total number of leaks) when an AS
eaks its full routing table to a provider or to a peer. The different leak
cenarios considered are depicted in Fig. 4. In all cases, AS1 is running
SIRIA in order to detect the leaks. The scenarios considered include
he leakage from a direct customer (AS C2 in the picture), any AS in
he customer cone (AS C11 in the picture), a peer (AS P1 in the picture)
nd any AS in the peer’s customer cone (AS CP1 in the picture).
For simplicity of the presentation, we first show the case of a leak

rom a direct customer as illustrated in Fig. 5. We generalise for other
cenarios later on. In the considered scenario (Fig. 5), a router (L) in
customer AS (the leaky neighbour) leaks its whole routing table to an
SIRIA-enabled router (A) in its provider AS. We compute the level of
rotection provided by ASIRIA for this scenario. We use the BGP tables
etrieved from RIS as the BGP tables from the leaky neighbour AS that
re leaked by router L to A. When L advertises all its routes to A, only
those corresponding to peers or providers of L are actual leaks. L’s own
routes and the routes from its customers are legitimate announcements
to A. We identify all these routes using the relationships inferred by
CAIDA to determine which neighbours of L are its customers and we
emove them from the leak count. The remaining routes are considered
o be leaks. We next compute the sensitivity of ASIRIA when detecting
eaks in router A.
In average across all the 302 experiments (each one corresponding

o the leakage of the routing table of a different RIS monitor), the
SIRIA-enabled router can detect 17.7% of the routes leaked by the
eighbour. The distribution for the different experiments is shown
n Fig. 6. We observe that there are important differences between
xperiments regarding the leak detection capability. In the top 2% of
6

Fig. 4. Leak scenarios.

Fig. 5. Router leaking its routes to a provider.

Fig. 6. Percentage of leaks detected in different experiments of the client AS leaking
its full routing table to its provider. Different experiments account for different routing
tables used from the leaky neighbour.

cases, ASIRIA is able to detect more than 90% of the routes as leaks,
and in 20% of the cases ASIRIA can detect at least 40% of the leaks.
In all these cases, ASIRIA provides immediate significant gains. On the
other end, the bottom 30% of the cases only detect 1.6% of the leaks.

We mentioned that most of the information comes from the RIPE
IRR and because of this, we expect that most of the relationships
inferred involve European networks. Indeed, experiments using routing
tables from monitors located in regions outside RIPE exhibit a much
lower ratio of detected leaks. The ratio of leaks detected for the other
regions are: USA: 2.7%, ASIA: 5.9%, LACN: 9.2% and AFR: 7.4%. As
we assume that the provider running ASIRIA has information about the
relationships with its peers, leaks that are undetected by the provider
in this scenario are routes with AS paths that do not have any p2c nor
p2p relationship tagged. Hence, these leaks remain undetected when
propagated throughout the rest of the Internet. This means that leaks
generated in regions where IRRs are less populated are more likely to go
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Fig. 7. Percentage of leaks detected in different experiments of all the client ASes
leaking to a provider the routes for a single origin AS.

undetected and propagate globally. Besides, the impact of a leak is more
severe closer to its source, so ASes in regions with more information in
the IRR are less likely to experience severe disruptions caused by leaks
than ASes in regions with less populated IRRs when deploying ASIRIA.

The analysis presented shows the case in which a direct neighbour
of an ASIRIA router originates the leak. However, these results apply
to any leak coming through a customer AS or a peering AS. This means
that ASIRIA detects leaks generated by an AS within the customer’s
cone of the detecting AS or within the customer cone of the peer of
the detecting AS, even though none of the intermediate routers are
applying ASIRIA. The reasoning is straightforward: a route received
from the customer cone or the customer cone of a peer is identified
as upstream, so any p2c/p2p relationship breaks the validity rules for
such route. Thus, the previous figures also represent the capacity of
an ASIRIA router to detect leaked paths if the leaker is located in its
customer cone or in the peer’s customer cone, as long as the route is
visible to the ASIRIA router.

We next look into the performance of ASIRIA detecting leaks in case
the neighbour leaks the routes originated from a specific origin AS. The
results are presented in Fig. 7. When we the leakage is limited to the
routes of a specific origin AS, instead of leaking the full routing table
as we considered in the previous analysis, the median percentage of
routes detected by ASIRIA is 16.7%.

5.4. Variation of the sensitivity of ASIRIA with the number of annotated
relationships

In the previous section, we observe that in some cases ASIRIA fails
to detect a significant number of leaks. This is because there are many
relationships between ASes for which there is no information in the
IRR. In this section, we analyse how ASIRIA’s performance improves as
the number of relationships declared in the IRR increases.

We compute the evolution of the leak detection sensitivity of ASIRIA
as a function of the number of AS relationships declared in the IRR.
For this purpose, we leverage on the information about the p2c/p2p
relationships provided by CAIDA, and we use it to compute ASIRIA’s
route leak sensitivity. We perform 10 batches of 100 experiments each.
For each of the batches, we include an extra 10% of the information
about AS relationships available in CAIDA, i.e., for the first experiments
we only include the information about 10% of ASes from the CAIDA
dataset, 20% for the second batch and so on. All the experiments
within a batch have the same percentage of added ASes but the specific
ASes added are randomly selected. Then we use the same methodology
described in the previous section: we compute the fraction of detected
route leaks for each experiment. This allow us to gain an insight of how
ASIRIA’s route leak sensitivity could evolve as the IRR gets populated.
7

T

Fig. 8. Boxplot with the percentage of leaks detected when a client AS leaks its full
routing table to a provider, using the relationships inferred by CAIDA to perform route
validation. The 𝑥-axis represents the variation in the fraction of relationships available
for route validation, with 100 random sets generated for each case. The result for route
validation with IRR data is also depicted.

The results of the fraction of routes identified as leaks are shown
in Fig. 8. We include in the graph the value for the performance of
ASIRIA when using the relationships inferred from the IRR, presented
in Section 5.3, i.e., the 17.6% of the leaked routes are detected. The
position in the X axis represents the fraction of relationships observed
in the BGP routes to be validated that are present in the annotated
IRR dataset, 7.9%. Fig. 8 indicates that almost all routes are identified
s leaks when the complete CAIDA relationship dataset is used. This
s because the whole majority of the relationships for the routes we
alidate are annotated in this dataset, as these are part of the BGP tables
sed as input to the CAIDA dataset inference process [11]. Note that
his large overlap is not expected for an arbitrary router (different to a
IS monitor) using the CAIDA dataset to validate the routes it receives.
he mean value for the case in which only the 10% of the relationships
bserved in the CAIDA dataset are used to validate the routes is 14.7%.
n general, the fraction of Invalid routes identified by the ASIRIA
outers is higher than the fraction of ASes disclosing its relationships,
xcept for the case in which all ASes make its information public. The
erformance of the IRR dataset is consistent with the performance of
he CAIDA dataset one for a similar number of relationships disclosed.
In the previous analysis, we randomly selected the information

ncluded in the IRR for our computations of the evolution of ASIRIA’s
oute leak sensitivity. We next look into the diversity of the impact
n ASIRIA’s performance depending on which ASes declare their rela-
ionships. That is, we look whether there is a small set of ASes that, if
hey declared their relationships, ASIRIA’s performance would improve
ignificantly.
We compute the frequency in which the pairs of ASes are present

n the AS path of the BGP routes present in the RIS routing tables. We
dentify all the AS pairs that appear in the AS path of every route and
ere not registered in the IRR, and we count the number of occurrences
f each pair. Then, we order the AS pairs by decreasing frequency.
hus, the first AS pair has the potential (if annotated as c2p or p2p)
o invalidate the larger number of routes, compared to the annotation
f the relationships other less frequent AS pairs, etc.
We present in Fig. 9 the number of routes identified as leaks as

ach AS pair is being annotated. There are 363K different pairs for
6.2M routes. The distribution is highly skewed, as annotating a few
airs results in a large fraction of the routes being tagged as Invalid.
or example, the first AS pair results in 1.5% of invalid routes, the
op 10 pairs in 9.6% and the top 1000 pairs in 83.6% (i.e., annotating
0.28% of the pairs allow detecting 83.6% of the leaked routes).
he most frequent pairs appearing in the routes correspond mostly to
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Fig. 9. Variation of the number of Invalid routes detected as AS pairs are annotated
in the IRR in the order of decreasing frequency.

interconnections between ASes up in the routing hierarchy: in the top
20 pairs, we observe 23 occurrences of ASes in the top 10 of CAIDA’s
AS rank [17]. In this ranking, ASes ordered by their customer cone size,
i.e., the number of their direct and indirect customers. This indicates
that promoting the annotation of the interconnections between large
providers would provide a large return in terms of the ability to detect
routing leaks.

5.5. Sensitivity of the ASIRIA leakage event alarm system

In addition to detecting and marking individual route leaks, ASIRIA
can also detect leakage events and trigger alarms that can alert the
network administrator of an ongoing leakage event. An ASIRIA alarm is
triggered when the number of leaks present in the BGP routing table of
the ASIRIA enabled router increments beyond a configured threshold
Th within a short period of time p, i.e., at least a Th increase in p
inutes or less.
In order to set a value for Th, we compute the number of invalid

aths present in the analysed BGP routing tables when there were no
eports of any leakage event (according to BGPstream) and compare it
o the number of paths identified as invalid when simulating a leak of
full BGP table from the neighbour in the scenario depicted in Fig. 5.
e find that the mean number of invalid paths per BGP routing table
n steady state is 96 (using the data from Section 5.2), while the mean
umber of invalid paths detected after a leakage of a full routing table
s 18,454 (using the data from Section 5.3). Setting Th as closer as
possible to the value of invalid paths present in steady state would
allow ASIRIA to detect leakage events that involve few routes, but it
may also result in a high number of false alarms. However, given the
very large gap between the number of invalid paths in steady state and
the number of invalid paths in the case of a full BGP feed, we set Th
to a 100% increase in order to be conservative.

We next compute the sensitivity of the ASIRIA alarm system emu-
lating scenarios involving several offending ASes and several victims.
As before, we consider the scenario depicted in Fig. 5. We compute
the number of false positives (using the methodology described in
Section 5.2) and detected leaks (using the methodology described in
Section 5.3) for the different combinations of offending AS and ISP.
Thus, to perform the emulation of the different scenarios, we use all
possible combinations of two RIS monitors, and we use one as the
offending, i.e., the client AS leaking its full routing table, and the other
as being the victim provider AS that receives the leaked routes. For
each combination, we compute if the ASIRIA alarm system using the
configured threshold (100% increase in the number of leaks) would
8

indeed detect the leakage event. a
Fig. 10. Distribution of the number of leakage events detected using ASIRIA across
the different experiments performed.

Fig. 10 plots the distribution of the number of leakage events
etected by the ISPs running ASIRIA. We can see that 74% of the ISPs
etect 100% of the leakage events, 90% of the ISPs detect at least 99%
f the leakage events and 99.9% of the ISPs detect at least 83% of the
eakage events.
We next look into the temporal dimension of the leakage event,

nd set the duration of the time bin p used in ASIRIA to detect them.
ccording to [18], it takes up to 60 s to receive and process a full
outing table from a BGP peer in normal conditions. When the leak
s originated farther away, the announcements of the different paths
ill be more separated in time from each other. According to [19],
hile measuring the effects of BGP announcements in a large number
f vantage points, the routes resulting from an announce of a prefix can
e separated up to 150 s, while the routes resulting from the withdraw
f a prefix can be separated up to 240 s. In order to account for that,
nd enable ASIRIA to detect remote leakage events, we set p to 300 s
i.e., 5 min).
We verify if the proposed time interval p triggers false alarms when

sed with the proposed threshold Th. We analyse the BGP feed of the
02 monitors in the interval from 10:00 AM until 4:00 PM on the 2021-
3-01. No leakage events were reported during this period according
o BGPStream. Then, for every 5-minute bin of the analysed period, we
ompute the increase in the number of invalid paths as a ratio of the
nvalid paths present in steady state in the BGP table of each monitor.
he maximum increase observed across all the monitors during this
eriod was of 0.2%, far from the 100% defined for the threshold Th.
he conservative selection of the value for the threshold allows ASIRIA
o avoid false alarms.
With all this, we set Th to 100% and p to 5 min, the ASIRIA leakage

vent alarm system allows 90% of the monitors to detect at least 99%
f leakage events generated by a neighbour.

.6. Route validation execution time

We finally discuss the performance of the route validation process,
o assess that it could be integrated in real-time route processing. The
ean time required to validate a route with the Python code used for
ur evaluation is 1.6 microseconds in a single threaded code (Intel
ore i7-5600U CPU, 2.60 GHz). This means that about 625,000 routes
an be validated per second. Considering that the mean number of
GP updates per day was 50,000 during 2021 [20] and that every
GP update carries one route at most (or none, for messages only
ithdrawing routes), the whole number of updates for a day can be
rocessed in less than a second. In case that the whole routing table is

dvertised (e.g., when a BGP session is established or when a full BGP
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table is leaked), the validation of all the routes involved would take
1.5 s (as per [21] at the end of 2021, the full BGP table accounts for
around 900,000 prefixes [21]). These datapoints suggest that validation
rate is enough for practical purposes.

If required, faster route validation could be achieved by implement-
ing the validation logic in a lower-level language, or by parallelising
the validation process (note that the relationships data used as input
for the validation process is quite stable for the time scale of the
validation process, so that consistency would be easy to achieve to
support parallelisation).

6. Combining ASPA and ASIRIA

Autonomous System Provider Authorisation (ASPA) [22] is a pro-
posal for a new RPKI extension to protect from route leaks. ASPA
defines a new object for the RPKI that enables an AS to declare its
Customer-Provider relationships with neighbouring ASes. ASPA also
defines a procedure by which ASPA objects are used to detect leaks by
inspecting the AS-path information present in BGP Update messages.
The BGP route selection process is modified so that invalid routes are
discarded.

As many other novel security mechanisms, ASPA faces the challenge
of providing value to early adopters. The protection provided by ASPA
is directly related to the number of ASPA objects present in the RPKI.
During the early phases of adoption there are few ASPA objects in the
RPKI, hence the resulting protection will be very limited. This in turn
generates little incentives for ASes to deploy ASPA and validate the
routes. If we take the deployment of the RPKI as a reference, according
to Testart et al. [15], seven years after the completion of the standard-
isation of the RPKI only 17% of the routed prefixes were registered in
the RPKI, and only 3% of a set of analysed provider networks enforced
the route validation rules. Thus, surmounting the difficulty created by
the interdependency between utility and deployment of the proposed
solution is critical for gaining widespread adoption of ASPA and hence
obtaining Internet-wide protection against route leaks. ASIRIA can help
surmounting this challenge and foster the adoption of leak protection
mechanisms such as ASPA.

The fundamental difference between ASPA and ASIRIA is the nature
of the information used regarding AS relationships. ASPA uses a new
RPKI object specifically designed for this, while ASIRIA infers AS
relationships from the IRR. While we can expect ASPA information to
be more reliable and accurate when it becomes available, ASIRIA can
rely on existing information, thus providing value to early adopters.
We believe that both solutions can be combined, so that ASIRIA can
be used while ASPA objects are scarce. Then, some c2p relationships
will be obtained from the RPKI and others from the IRR. In this way,
ASIRIA can help bootstrapping ASPA.

6.1. ASPA overview

In ASPA, ASes can declare their (direct) transit providers in the
RPKI [1], using the newly defined ASPA record. An ASPA-enabled AS
uses this information to verify AS paths of the received routes and
detect leaks in real time.

An ASPA record is a digitally signed object where the signing AS
lists the set of providers authorised to propagate its routes upstream
to other providers. It is expressed as ASPA(AS1, AFI, [AS2, AS3, . . . ]),
representing that AS1 declares that AS2, AS3, . . . are all its providers
for the AFI Address Family.

ASPA defines a route verification process that allows an ASPA-
enabled router to determine whether the status of a route is Valid,
nvalid, Unknown or Unverifiable by analysing the AS path attribute of
he route. An Invalid path is a path for which a match with any of
he sequences described as a leak in Section 2 has been determined.
n Unknown path has AS pairs for which there is no relationship
nformation, so that the validity check cannot be fully performed.
9

nverifiable paths contain at least an AS_SET segment, as a result of
GP aggregation performed along the propagation path. The remaining
aths are Valid ones.
ASPA recommends discarding Invalid and Unverifiable routes and

accepting routes marked as Unknown, enabling ASPA use in scenarios
in which the mechanism has not been fully deployed. The outcome
of ASPA is accepting or rejecting the route, but it does not affect the
preferences of the accepted routes.

6.2. ASIRIA route verification process and its integration with ASPA

We adapt the ASIRIA route verification to be a plug-in into the ASPA
route verification process.

When a router receives a BGP route, it starts by executing the route
verification process defined for ASPA. It extracts the pairs of ASes
included sequentially in the AS_PATH attribute of the route. To detect
route leaks, the router looks for registered relationships for the AS pairs
at the AS_PATH. It first searches for a match in the ASPA DB and
only if the relationship is Unknown by ASPA, it searches for a match
with the information available in the ASIRIA DB. This means that the
information in the ASPA DB takes precedence over the information
available in the ASIRIA DB. The semantics of the information included
in the ASIRIA DB is not the same as for the ASPA DB. The main
difference is that when an AS issues an ASPA record, it indicates all
the providers of the AS, and thus, allows ASPA to conclude that all
ASes that are not included in the AS’ ASPA record are not its providers.
This means that once an AS issues an ASPA record, all providers
must be enumerated. In the case of ASIRIA, ASIRIA is able to identify
c2p/p2c relationships with a high degree of confidence but the lack of
information about the relationship between a pair of ASes in the ASIRIA
DB does not necessarily implies that there is no relationship between
the pair of ASes. This results in a slightly different validation process
for ASPA and ASIRIA.

The router takes different actions depending on if the path is
determined as Invalid using solely ASPA information or if ASIRIA was
also used. In the former case, the route can be discarded (as per ASPA
recommendation) while the in latter case the preference of the route
can be decreased, so alternative valid routes can be preferred.

7. Related work

The literature regarding BGP security is vast. In this section we focus
on other work strictly related to BGP route leak protection, which is
considerably more reduced, and we skip work related to other aspects
of BGP security such as mechanisms to protect against hijacks.

The current practice to protect from route leaks is the configuration
of filters [6]. An ISP should configure inbound filters in the BGP
sessions with its peers and customers, so that only routes containing
the prefixes and/or AS numbers allocated to its peers/customers and
its peer/customers’ customers are accepted while all other routes are
filtered out. Frequently, these filters are built using the information
available in the Internet Routing Registries (IRRs). In order to enable
that, the ISP’s customers and peers should populate the IRR with the
information regarding their prefixes and AS numbers and they should
also require their own customers to do so. However, the large number
of route hijack and leak events indicate either lack of incentives or
difficulties in correctly deploying such measures. One reason for not
deploying these measures may be the high impact of an error in the
configuration, which may result in filtering routes and hence traffic
from its (paying) clients. These configurations are complex due to
the high number of relationships and the dynamic nature of routing
information. The challenge of keeping accurate configurations grows

for large ISPs with multi-tier customer cones. ASIRIA is an alternative
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that provides route leak protection when filtering solutions do not suit
the ISPs operating requirements.

Azimov et al. [23] extend the BGP OPEN message to explicitly
include information about the type of relationship (peer, customer,
provider, route server, route server client) between neighbour ASes.
Thus, neighbouring ASes can verify and enforce that there is mutual
agreement on the type of relationship and that the BGP configuration
is consistent with the type of relationship. This information by itself
it is not enough to provide protection against route leaks, as it does
not allow to determine whether the route conforms to any of the leak
patterns presented in Section 2. However, such extension complements
the ASIRIA solution, since ASIRIA relies on local information about
the type of relationship an AS has with its neighbouring ASes. Having
it explicitly announced in the BGP OPEN message would certainly
make ASIRIA more robust by avoiding mismatches between the con-
figuration of neighbouring routers, or between the actual local router
configuration and ASIRIA’s view.

Azimov et al. [23] also defines a new, optional, transitive, Only to
Customer (OTC) attribute to mark routes that must only be announced
downwards to customers. Tagging routes with this attribute allows ASes
to detect when the route is leaking and filter it. The approach based on
the OTC attribute has several merits, including limited disclosure of
routing policy information, which in some cases is considered strategic
information. The main advantage that ASIRIA exhibits compared to
the OTC approach is regarding initial deployment, as ASIRIA relies on
existing information in the IRR. So, while early OTC adopters do not
benefit from any protection, the first ASes deploying ASIRIA would
obtain the protection described in Section 5, fostering its adoption.

Cohen et al. [24] define a new path-end record for the RPKI which
includes a ‘‘non-transit indicator’’ (NTI) flag. This flag allows ASes
to state (in the RPKI) that they are stub ASes and they should only
appear at the end of the AS paths in routes announced in BGP. In
this way, it prevents the AS setting the flag to generate route leaks.
This is an elegant approach that is part of a more general solution
to provide BGP security. However, the protection of NTI is limited
to route leaks generated by stub ASes, while ASIRIA can protect also
from leaks generated by other ASes, including any form of customer
and peer combinations. Besides, NTI requires populating the RPKI with
the new record, while ASIRIA leverages on existing information in
the IRR. Also, while it seems apparent that NTI contributes to protect
against route leaks caused by errors, it is unclear how effective they
would be against malicious routing leaks, since it is unlikely an AS that
intents to maliciously inject a route leak will set the NTI flag. ASIRIA,
on the other hand, can detect leaked routes using the information
about the relationships with adjacent ASes, even if the leaker does not
collaborate.

There are third party services such as BGPmon4 and Qrator5 that
detect global route leaks and inform subscribed ASes of such events.
The main differences between ASIRIA and those systems are that
ASIRIA runs locally, while BGPmon and Qrator are external services. In
cases of major disruptions that affect the connectivity, access to third
party services may also be compromised. In addition, BGPmon and
Qrator use algorithmic inference of relationships, while ASIRIA uses
the information declared by ASes in the IRR. This means that each AS
has direct control over the information used for inferring relationships
that it is involved in and if an AS detects that one of its relationships is
wrongly inferred, it can directly change the IRR and potentially correct
it. Such modification is not straightforward in the case of algorithmic
inference of relationships.

Similarly to our work, [25] proposes to identify route leaks by
detecting non valley-free paths. However, while we identify non valley-
free paths using IRR information, [25] does it by observing the BGP

4 https://www.bgpmon.net/.
5 https://radar.qrator.net/.
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path dynamics. In particular, they infer routing policies by identifying
safe patterns from long-lived paths and concurrency of non-complying
paths. One main difference between the two approaches is that with
ASIRIA the involved ISPs have control over the data used by leak
detection mechanism (i.e., their policy declaration on the IRR) and
in case of an error/problem leading to a miss-inference, the ISPs can
correct it.

Peerlock [26] is a leak protection mechanism currently used by
large Internet transit providers. Peerlock is deployed between two
peering ASes, one of them being the protected AS and the other
the protector one. The protector AS configures its filters to drop any
route involving the protected AS prefixes that is not announced by
the protected AS or its designated upstream providers. ASIRIA has a
few advantages compared to Peerlock. First, Peerlock requires pairwise
(manual) coordination between all the involved ASes, which is cum-
bersome; while it can work for a limited number of ASes, it does not
scale well Internet-wide. Also, Peerlock protection scope is limited to
the first or second ASes in the AS path, while ASIRIA can protect all
the relationships along the AS path. Peerlock has been designed by and
for large transit carriers, notably Tier 1 providers, so in that context,
the limitations are acceptable. ASIRIA on the other hand, is targeting
universal deployment.

Regarding the inference of AS relationships, there is also a vast
amount of related work. In order to be succinct, we only cover the
related work that used IRR information to infer AS relationships. [27]
uses the IRR information to infer peering relationships between ASes.
In this context, peering is defined as two ASes which have a BGP
session between them. [27] does not attempt to use IRR information
to infer the type of relationship, which is the goal of ASIRIA when
analysing the IRR data. [28] uses IRR information to infer the type of
relationship between ASes, but unfortunately, they do not specify the
algorithm used for this process (the paper focusses on how to combine
multiple data sources to have a more complete view of the relationships
inferred).

8. Conclusions

We presented ASIRIA, a route leak detection and protection mecha-
nism based on the information available at the IRRs. ASIRIA defines a
method to infer the AS relationships from the information included by
the ASes themselves in the registry. With this information, it validates
the AS path of the received BGP routes, identifying as leaks those that
violate usual business rules. Leak routes are deprioritized over other
routes and large variations in the number of detected leaks trigger an
alarm indicating that a close AS may generating a leakage event.

The merits of this approach compared to existing ones include
benefits for early adopters through the use existing information (rout-
ing policy records at the IRR), the ability of the ASes to control the
information about their own relationship used by ASIRIA, and a less
aggressive strategy compared to accept-list filter approaches, as only
explicitly identified leaked routes are affected and these routes can still
be used if no alternatives exist.

We next enumerate the most important characteristics for 75 net-
work operators regarding BGP security incident mitigation as presented
in a survey done in 2018 [29], and we expand on how ASIRIA performs
from the perspective of each of the top four features.

(1) Effectiveness of mitigation. Unsurprisingly, the most important
feature for ISPs is the effectiveness of the mechanism. Due to
the distributed nature of the problem, the effectiveness of any
solution depends on its degree of adoption across the Internet,

https://www.bgpmon.net/
https://radar.qrator.net/
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usually providing little or no value for early adopters. ASIRIA
relies on existing information in the IRR to infer relationships.
Because of this, it can protect early adopters. As presented,
ASIRIA allows 90% of the analysed ASes to detect more than
99% of the leakage events. In addition, ASIRIA allows early
adopters to detect 17% of leaked routes in average. The effec-
tiveness of ASIRIA will increase as more ASes populate the IRR,
which is actively being promoted by initiatives such as MANRS.
In the survey, 80% of the queried ISPs were willing to disclose
their routing policies to increase BGP security.

(2) Fast mitigation. A router running ASIRIA has the information
required to validate the paths locally available, so invalid paths
are detected upon its reception as part of the BGP route selection
process. In the case of leakage event detection, we have set the
detection mechanism to use a 5-minute period, but if the number
of invalid paths reached the configured threshold Th earlier, the
detection occurs faster. This is likely to be the case of major route
leak events, when many paths are affected.

(3) Self-managed/operated. 61% of the ISPs in the survey declared
to rely on notifications from third-party services (e.g., BGPmon
and Qrator) to detect BGP route hijacking incidents, and another
61% of ISPs declared that they would rather avoid outsourcing
these kinds of functions. A distinctive characteristic of ASIRIA
is that it runs locally, and it is not a service provided by a third
party. It only relies on public IRR information that is periodically
updated, but no real time access to the IRR is required. ASIRIA
is able to provide effectiveness to early providers, a feature
typically only available to solutions provided by third parties,
while being locally operated.

(4) Ease of operating/troubleshooting. As 61% of ISPs in the
survey already use third party notification of relevant events,
the ASIRIA route leak alarm may fit in their existing operational
workflow, although in this case the service could be operated in-
house. ASIRIA detects both leakage events and specific invalid
routes. By marking specific routes as invalid, ASIRIA not only
avoids those routes, but also provides information to the network
administrator to troubleshoot and determine the offending AS
causing the route leak.

As future work we intend to extend ASIRIA to use Machine Learning
ML) algorithms to detect leaks using the partial information present
n the IRR. The ML system would take as input the routes detected
s leaks by the current version of ASIRIA, and it could be used to
nfer whether other unmarked routes are potential leaks, improving
he overall ASIRIA performance. The ML-based inference should only
e applied to relationships not explicitly annotated by the ASes in the
RR, to preserve the ability of ASes to retain full control of the detection
rocess over routes containing their relationships.
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